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Professional Claims Basics 
Quick Reference Guide  

 

 

TriWest’s Role  
Many of our network’s less traditional Complementary and Integrative Healthcare Services (CIHS) 
providers aren’t familiar with the claims submission process, claims terminology or steps that are 
required to be properly submit claims.  

As part of the Community Care Network (CCN) program, you offer Veterans the care they need. 
TriWest wants to educate all of our CCN providers and especially CIHS providers on how to submit 
clean claims for that care.  

If you have not yet taken the Basics of Billing webinar, then we strongly encourage you to do this first, 
as that training covers these materials and more. You can sign up for a training webinar by logging 
into the TriWest Payer Space on Availity.com. Navigate to the TriWest Learning Center, click on 
Sessions, and register for a webinar.  

Provider’s Determine Billing  
Before we look at claims in depth, we need to make very clear that TriWest does not determine what 
a provider should bill. The determination of a diagnosis code, the determination of the CPT or Clinic 
Code, the number of units, the billed amount – all of these are yours to determine and should be 
based on your best judgement as the provider of care. These determinations are not criteria TriWest 
can or should dictate to providers. However, you must ensure that you are providing care within the 
scope of the approved referral/authorization. TriWest will deny claims for care that does not show as 
authorized.  

What is a Claim?  
For health care you do not create an invoice, you submit a claim. A claim is a request for payment 

 
Key Points 

• TriWest does not determine what a provider should be billed. 
• TriWest and our claims processor, PGBA, pay clean claims for participating 

providers as a third-party administrator for the Department of Veterans Affairs 
(VA). 

• All covered entities and transmissions of claims information must comply with the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) and other federal 
regulations.  

• If applicable, a claim must comply with Medicare billing guidelines. This includes 
bundled codes and use of required modifiers or sub-set modifiers.  
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from a third party on behalf of the patient. For CCN, the patient is usually a Veteran. In special and 
rare circumstances, CCN may cover a newborn or spouse. All professional claims – no matter how 
they are submitted or who they are submitted to – capture the same information as a CMS 1500 form.   

Every provider and insurance payer in the U.S. uses this format for capturing claims information. 
Since the CMS 1500 is the basis for all professional claims, we are going to walk through completing 
one. Once you understand this, you can submit an electronic claim as well.  

Common Terms used in Health Care Claims  
ICD-10 Code:  

• This is an acronym for International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision. This coding system, 
developed over a period of 10 years, is international. For the U.S., the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid (CMS) implemented the 10th revision in October of 2015. 

• An ICD code is the diagnosis. With 68,000 codes, an ICD-10 provides a precise description of an 
injury, illness or condition. The first three alphanumeric characters describe a general condition, such 
as a fracture. The next set of numbers, which follow a decimal point, define location, severity and 
other details. 

• When you submit a claim you must include an ICD code that matches the Veteran’s diagnosis, this is 
the reason for the care rendered. If the diagnosis does not align with the care provided, the claim 
may be denied. 

• If the authorization notification included any language on the underlying cause – such as stress due 
to PTSD – then you can look up the ICD-10 codes for PTSD, choose the one that best fits the patient 
and use that when you submit a claim for care. 

• There are free online tools that look up the ICD codes based on a description. CMS also has tools 
available on their website. 

HCPCS & CPT Billing Codes:  
• HCPCS is an acronym for Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System. Level II HCPCS are 

alphanumeric codes that describe billable products and supplies, such as crutches and oxygen. 
• A Level I HCPCS is a CPT service code. CPT is an acronym for Current Procedural Terminology. 

The American Medical Association (AMA) developed these 5-digit codes to describe medical 
procedures or services. This listing is extensive and includes most traditional health care services 
covered by insurance. For professional services, such as an office visit, surgical procedure or 
manipulation, providers bill CPT codes. 

• CMS, as the payer for Medicare and Medicaid claims, assigns remittance values to all billable codes. 
Under CCN, the codes billed by you or your practice determine what you get paid. 
• If a CPT is considered a timed code, then it will bill in 15-minute blocks or “units” instead of number 

of visits or number of procedures. So, a therapeutic service, such as a massage therapy, bills in 
units – it is a timed code. 

• If a physician gave three injections, these would bill as three units, since each injection is a unit. 
This is NOT a timed code. 

• TriWest’s notification of authorization will often include a description or range of billable codes as a 
way to define the pre-approved episode of care. 
• For CIHS claims, a descriptive CPT code may not exist. Instead, your authorization information 

may include a description of the services and a date range. Your information may also define the 
number of visits or units. 

• Care is capped at the defined limits unless you have submitted a Referral Request to the 

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coding/ICD10/2018-ICD-10-CM-and-GEMs.html
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coding/ICD10/2018-ICD-10-CM-and-GEMs.html
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Veteran’s VA Medical Center (VAMC) and received approval for additional care. 
• If your specialty falls outside of common CPT definitions, use one of the VA’s National Clinic 

Codes. Do this wherever a CPT code is required. 
• If CMS has codes or coding suggestions, follow those. Massage therapy, biofeedback and 

acupuncture are examples of CIHS services that may have traditional CPT codes.  

Code Modifiers:  
• Modifiers provide additional information on the CPT code. It may indicate left (LT) or right (RT) or it 

may indicate that a procedure or service was distinct or independent from other services. GP, GO 
and GN are required with therapy visits. 

• The CMS National Correct Coding Initiative (NCCI) updates coding policy on a regular basis. TriWest 
follows current CMS policies, so claims must also follow current CMS policies. 
• Some service codes are “bundled”. They do not pay independently. The codes billed with 

chiropractic codes are often bundled into the chiropractic payment. 
• If a service is: 

• usually bundled, and 
• performed separately, or 
• performed in addition to other care then you must add a modifier to indicate this. This allows the 

service line to pay as a separate service. For example on modifier “59”, payment is not 
guaranteed if the spreadsheet indicated modifier is not allowed.   
• For some modifiers you may need a secondary or subset modifier. Using “59” as an example 

again, there are four additional “X” subset modifiers that indicate if the service is from a 
separate encounter, covering a separate structure or other. 

 
Current NCCI information is available from CMS and groups who focus on specialty billing education. If your 
claims deny for incorrect modifiers or pay as “bundled” in spite of a modifier, please visit one of these 
resources. Providers can re-submit a claim within 90 days. With compliant modifiers and coding, TriWest can 
pay you for covered services. 

HIPAA:  
• The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) protects patient information. Any 

covered entity, such as a physician, hospital, insurance payer, billing company or clearinghouse, 
must comply with this federal law. TriWest, our CCN providers, PGBA and VA are all considered 
covered entities. 

• Compliance with law requires the use of a HIPAA Release Form. Getting a release signed at the start 
of any care permits you, as a provider, to submit a claim through PGBA without a Veteran’s signature 
on each and every claim form. PGBA and TriWest can then process, pay and report this information 
to VA because the permission extends to us as additionally covered groups or entities. 

• A signed release also allows you to upload supporting medical documentation or summaries to VA. 
Remember, without supporting medical documentation, your claims could be denied. 

• If you need an example of a HIPAA-compliant request form, TriWest has a basic example included 
on the last page of this document. 

Components of a Professional Claim  
There are three main sections in a claim:  

• Insured or Patient Information – about the patient 
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• Clinical Information – about the care provided 
• Provider Information – about you as a provider 

We are going to look at each section and walk through the type of information required. An example 
of a completed CMS 1500 is included at the end of this walk-through.  

Section 1: PATIENT AND INSURED INFORMATION  
FIELD 1 – Type of Insurance  

 
For this field, you should choose “Other” as the Veteran is using his or her VA Benefits. 

FIELD 1a Insured’s ID Number  

   

Except in rare cases, the CCN program only covers Veteran benefits, so the Insured’s ID is the 
Veteran’s ID. Enter the Veteran’s SSN, MVIICN or the Veteran Unique Identification number. The full 
SSN is preferred for correct claim identification but you may submit the last 4 of the SSN preceded by 
5 zeros.   

FIELD 2 – Patient’s Name  

  

Since care is for the Veteran, enter the patient’s name.  
FIELD 3 – Patient’s Birthdate  

 

TriWest and PGBA can use the date of birth (DOB) information to identify a Veteran in our system, 
but with a DOB and the full SSN, we should be able to identify a Veteran. You must enter two digits 
for month, two digits for day and four digits for year.  
 
FIELD 4 – Insured’s Name  

 

As in Field 2, please enter the patient’s name in the following order: the full last name, first name, and  

middle initial. Include the suffix (e.g., Jr, Sr.) after the last name and before the first name. Do not 
include any titles with the name.  
For an electronic claim, parts of a name go into separate fields. For a paper form, use commas to 
separate the last name, first name and middle initial. You can use a dash for hyphenated names. Do 
not use periods.  
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FIELD 5 – Insured’s Address (multi-field) 

  

When you complete the Veteran’s address, please do not use any commas or periods. Be sure to 
use the Veteran’s permanent address, even if they are seasonal visitors in your area. This helps 
ensure the correct VAMC is aware of the services rendered. This is the address used to mail the 
Veteran’s EOB.  

FIELD 6 – Patient’s Relationship to Insured  

 

This is always “Self” as the Veteran is both the insured and the patient.  

FIELD 7 – This field is not required. It duplicates FIELD 5.  

FIELD 8 – This information is not collected, please leave blank.  

FIELD 9 a-d – Other Insured’s Name – Multi-Field  

 

This series of fields capture the information if there is other commercial health insurance (OHI). 
These fields may not be applicable for some CIHS claims – commercial health insurance does not 
cover all categories of care.  

If 1) health insurance typically pays for the care and 2) the Veteran has OHI, then complete these 
fields. If there is no OHI, ignore these fields. Approximately 10-15% of our Veterans do have OHI. Be 
sure to determine this when you verify benefits.  

EXAMPLE: Veteran Jane is receiving VA-authorized acupuncture.  
• Her husband has Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS) through his workplace and carries Veteran Jane 

through his work insurance. 
• BCBS will pay for acupuncture under his insurance plan. 
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In this case, add the name of the husband (the Other Insured – Field 9) along with the insurance plan 
(9d), his policy number and group number (9a). If the Veteran has OHI coverage, you must submit 
the claim to that insurance plan first. Please review our education materials on OHI for more 
information.  

• If it is the Veteran who has the OHI coverage, add his/her name and policy information. 
• You do not need to include any TRICARE, Medicare or Medicaid information in these fields; these 

are not commercial OHI programs. 

FIELDS 10a-10c – Is Patient’s Condition Related To:  

 

Fields 10 a through 10c allow you to indicate if the Veteran’s condition relates to an accident – work, 
auto or other. With the CCN program, all care is pre-authorized with an Approved Referral. VA should 
already be aware of any service-related issues or issues related to accidents. This means that you, 
the provider do not need to coordinate or investigate any coverage liability. Leave this field blank for 
CIHS claims. FIELD 10d – Claim Code –Unless this claim relates to an appeal or duplicate 
submission, you do not use the NUCC Condition code. Generally, leave this field blank for CIHS 
claims.  

FIELD 11 a-d – Insured’s Policy or Group Multi-Field  

FIELD 11 – For the Veteran’s policy number, you should again enter the Veteran’s EDIPI number or 
the social security number.  

FIELD 11a – Insured’s Date of Birth and Sex information was completed in FIELD 3, you do not need 
to complete it here.  

FIELD 11b – Other Claim ID applies for Worker’s Comp or Casualty – it does not apply for Veteran 
benefits. Please leave this field blank.  

FIELD 11c – Insurance Plan or Program Name is “CCN Veteran Benefits Program”.  

FIELD 11d – Is there another Health Benefit Plan?  

When you verified benefits through TriWest’s Payer Space on Availity, you should have determined if 
there is OHI for this Veteran. If there is, you should check “YES” and then include this information in 
FIELD 9, 9a and 9d. If there is no OHI, check “No”. Most claims will be “No”.  

FIELD 12 and FIELD 13 - Patient’s or Authorized Person’s Signature and Insured’s Signature  
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• Most providers have a HIPAA Release form signed by patients at time of initial service. That allows 
you, the provider of services, to submit claims after the fact. 

• With a signed form on file, you do not need to capture a patient’s signature in either field. Instead, 
insert “Signature On File” or “SOF” to indicate signed permission was provided by via a HIPAA form. 
No date is required when you indicate “SOF”. 

Section Two: CLINICAL INFORMATION  
FIELD 14 – Date of Current Illness, Injury or Pregnancy (LMP)  

 
Enter the first date of the present episode of care for which you are submitting this claim. The area to the 
right of the vertical dotted line is for pregnancy related care only. 
   
Fields 15, 16 and 18 are dates for care that may have previously related episodes. These would apply for 
Worker’s Compensation and hospitalization. This care is not typically part of a CIHS claim; leave the field blank 
for most claims.  
 
FIELD 15 – Other Date related to the patient’s condition or treatment. If any, that date goes here. For most 
CIHS therapy claims, FIELD 15 is not applicable.  
 
FIELD 16 – Dates Patient Unable to Work in Current Occupation is for Worker’s Compensation or injury 
cases. It is completed by a clinician who can assess functional status.   
 
FIELD 17, 17b – Name of Referring Provider or Other Source and NPI  

 
If the approved referral to you was initiated by another clinician in the community, and you know who this is, 
add that information here. However, since all referrals must be pre-approved by VA and can be tracked in 
TriWest’s system, this field is not required.   

FIELD 18 – Hospitalization Dates Related to Current Services captures information related to an inpatient 
stay. For most CIHS therapy claims, FIELD 18 is not applicable.  

FIELD 19 – Additional Claim Information is not used. Leave this field blank.  

FIELD 20 – Outside Lab? $ Charges  

 
If you are billing for services you purchased, such as for an outside lab, then mark “YES” and insert the 
charges. For most CIHS therapy claims, FIELD 20 is not applicable. Leave this field blank.  
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FIELD 21 – Diagnosis or Nature of Illness or Injury  

 

Field 21 lists, in order of priority, all ICD-10 diagnosis codes.  
• Field 21 A contains the primary diagnosis and is the main reason the Veteran is seeking care. 
• Fields 21 B through L contain any additional diagnosis codes (secondary, tertiary, etc.). 
• Do not include any narrative, just codes. 
• Do not include the decimal point in the diagnosis code. This creates a rejection. 
• Only use ICD-10 codes. ICD-9 codes, which may still be listed in some tools, are obsolete. 
• Use of an ICD-9 code creates a rejection. 

Primary and Secondary Should be Diagnosis ICD-10  
In our example, the Veteran is receiving care because of PTSD. You look up the codes that best 
describe the Veteran’s condition through an online tool and determine that PTSD has four ICD-10 
codes: F43.1 – F43.12. Each has a different description. Choose the code that best fits the 
conditions described by VA and add this to 21A as the primary diagnosis.  
A secondary diagnosis code may apply if your services are driven by more than one condition.  
Recent trauma created a state of emotional shock and stress, which made the Veteran’s PTSD 
worse. The shock is not the primary reason for care, but it is a secondary factor for some or all of 
the care.  
As with a primary diagnosis, you should research the ICD-10 code that applies. Enter this 
secondary diagnosis code into Field 21B.  
Most CIHS claims use just the primary diagnosis code, but if the services you provide specifically 
address a secondary condition, you should add these to support the services you bill.  

FIELD 22 – Resubmission and/or Original Reference Number  

 

If you are resubmitting the claim, you should add the Claim Number associated with the initial claim in 
FIELD 22. In general, along with the appropriate Resubmission code, such as 7 for correction  
FIELD 23 – Prior Authorization Number  

 

This field is VERY important. TriWest will only pay for pre-authorized care with an Approved Referral. 
Always include the VA Referral Number in this field.  
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FIELD 24 A-J – Claims Codes Multi-field  

 

Field 24 is the Billed Services section. A paper CMS 1500 form has room for a maximum of six 
specific codes (six rows). Electronic claims are not limited to six. If you have supplemental information 
to support the billed service, you can include this in the shaded area or in a defined field if billing 
electronically. This is NOT typically used, but it is an option.  

• Section 24A – add the Date of Service (DOS). For most CIHS claims, services do not extend across 
multiple days – so the “from” and “to” dates are for the same date. For multiple 

• sessions or appointments, note each one with a separate DOS. You can combine several dates of 
service (DOS) in one claim, as in our example.   

• Section 24B – add the Service Location Code. This is where you actually provided the service. CMS 
publishes a Place of Service Code Set that you can use. If you cannot find a location that fits where 
you are providing therapy/services, use the appropriate place of service and guide to review the CMS 
place of service listing. 

• Section 24C – most CIHS claims will not be considered an emergency. Leave this field blank. 
• Section 24D – add the CPT service code (Massage Therapy, Acupuncture) or the VA National Clinic 

Code. If you need to apply a modifier for this code – such as “LT”, “RT” or “59”, please include those 
in the modifier columns. You can include up to four modifiers and subset modifiers. 

• Section 24E – add the appropriate “Diagnosis Pointer” to indicate the applicable ICD-10 code. If only 
one ICD-10 code applies, list only the one code. If multiple codes apply, list the multiple fields. In our 
example both the A and B codes apply, so “AB” was inserted. 

• Section 24F – enter your billed charge for this line of service in 24F. Add “00” to indicate whole dollar 
amounts. 

• Section 24G – enter the number of units your billed amount includes. 
In the example, a practitioner charges $5 for every 15 minutes of therapy. The Veteran received 30 
minutes of care on 10/25/18 and another 30 minutes on 10/28/18. So the practitioner billed for $10.00 
and two units on two different days.   

If you are billing a defined CPT code for your services, please familiarize yourself with the CMS rates          
and rules.  

• Section 24H – this refers to Early & Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) and 
Family Planning services. Leave this column blank. 

• Section 24I – if you are using an alternate identifier, other than an NPI, please insert the code for 
that here. Otherwise, leave this field blank. 

• Section 24J – enter your NPI or the NPI of the provider that rendered services. If you have several 
instructors or therapists providing services, please submit a separate claim for each provider. Do not 
combine these into a single claim. If you are a solo practitioner, do NOT put Type 1 in Box 24J. 
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National Drug Code (NDC) Billing Guidelines 
When billing claims with drug codes on a CMS 1500 form (professional), electronic 837P, UB-04 
(institution) and/or electronic 837I it is necessary to bill the NDC number, units and quantity correctly.  

Professional Paper Claim Guidelines (CMS-1500) 
In the shaded portion of the line-item field 24A-24G on the CMS-1500, enter the qualifier N4 (left-
justified), immediately followed by the NDC. Next, enter one space for separation, then enter the 
appropriate qualifier for the correct dispensing unit of measure (UN, ML, GR, or F2), followed by the 
quantity (number of NDC units up to three decimal places), as indicated in the example below. 

 

Institutional Paper Claim Guidelines (UB-04) 
In the line-item field 42-46, enter the appropriate drug-related revenue code in field 42. In field 43, 
report the NDC qualifier N4 (left-justified), immediately followed by the 11-character NDC in the 5-4-2 
format (no hyphens). Immediately after the last digit of the NDC, enter the appropriate qualifier for the 
correct package size, NDC unit of measure (UN, ML, GR, or F2), followed by the quantity (number of 
NDC units up to three decimal places), as indicated in the example below. 

 
 

It is important to include the N4 before the 11-digit NDC number and to not include drug name on the 
claim form. Including the drug name on the claim form may result in the claim being denied.  

Note: For more detailed information regarding claims submission, please refer to the Claims 
Submission Quick Reference Guide.  

 
 

https://www.triwest.com/globalassets/ccn/provider/education/claims_submission_quick_reference_guide.pdf
https://www.triwest.com/globalassets/ccn/provider/education/claims_submission_quick_reference_guide.pdf
http://www.triwest.com/globalassets/ccn/provider/education/claims_submission_quick_reference_guide.pdf
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Section Three: PHYSICIAN OR SUPPLIER INFORMATION  
FIELD 25 – Federal Tax ID Number  

 

Enter your tax identification number (TIN) in this field. Do not include any hyphens. Check the “EIN” 
field to indicate that this is a business-tax-identification number.  

Please be aware, if you choose to use a Social Security number (SSN) instead of a TIN, your number 
will display with the claims information. Using a separate TIN is an easy step that offers significant 
protection for providers.   

FIELD 26 – Insert patient number in this field for providers tracking purposes.  

FIELD 27 – Accepts Assignment?  

 

This field indicates that you agree to accept assignment under the terms of the payer’s program. 
Accepting assignment means you are participating as part of TriWest’s contracted CCN network and 
TriWest will pay for clean claims.   

You should check “YES” if you are in our CCN network. If you are not in network, you must submit 
your claims to VA directly. TriWest cannot pay out-of-network claims.  
FIELD 28 – Total Charge  

 

Add all of the charges in column F and insert that total in Field 28. This is the total amount of billed 
charges for this claim.  
FIELD 29 – Amount Paid  

 

CIHS claims may not have payments from other insurance payers. Leave this field blank if you have 
not received any payments from other payers. If you received payment from OHI payers or from the 
Veteran, enter that amount here.   

• If you submitted a claim to an OHI plan and received partial payment, enter that amount here. 
• If you collected a co-pay, co-insurance or deductible from a Veteran as part a requirement for 

submitting a claim to another commercial insurance payer, you will need to remit this amount back to 
the Veteran once TriWest has paid you the balance of the allowed amount. 

• Generally, providers should not collect out-of-pocket costs from Veterans. If Veterans owe any co-
pay or co-insurance, VA will determine this after care has been rendered and submit the claim to the 
Veteran directly. 

FIELD 30 – Leave this field blank.  
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FIELD 31 – Signature  

 
If you are completing this claim as a paper submission, please sign and date this form. If you are 
submitting electronically, indicate the name of the provider  
FIELD 32, 32a, AND 32b – Service Facility Location  

 

Enter location of your practice/business or the location where the services were provided. This 
information should align with “24B” Place of Service Code. Please do not use commas or periods.   

FIELD 32a – NPI number of the servicing location  

If the services were in the office, indicate the group NPI. If the services were in the facility indicate the 
facility NPI. 

FIELD 32b – Other Facility identification number can be inserted, if applicable. A CIHS claim does not 
typically use an alternate location identifier. This field is not required.  
FIELD 33, 33a, AND 33b – Billing Provider Information  

 

This is the SERVICING and BILLING provider’s information. Enter the billing name, address, ZIP 
code and phone number. This information may also be your billing office contact information if you 
use a third party billing service.  

TITLE 33a – this section is for the servicing provider’s NPI number.  

TITLE 33b – This section is for Other ID numbers – please indicate if this is a State License number 
(0B code), a commercial provider number (G2 Code) or if there is an applicable taxonomy code (ZZ 
code). A CIHS claim does not typically use an “Other” identifier.  

Most Common Errors 
1. The most common error with claims is duplication. 

a) All providers may create a free account on Availity (www.availity.com) which allows access to 
reporting tools and the ability to submit claims electronically at no additional charge. As a 
registered provider, you can check claim status individually or in a report format. Availity tools 

https://www.availity.com/triwest
https://www.availity.com/triwest
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allow real-time tracking and eliminate needless re-submission. 
2. You submitted a handwritten CMS 1500 and the system scan could not decipher the form. 

Handwritten claims may reject out of the system as non-compliant. Please submit typed or electronic 
claims. Use the Courier or Courier New font 10. Be sure to mono-space front work best with the 
scanner technology. Do not mix fonts or use italics, scripts, percent signs, question marks, or 
parenthesis. 

3. The claim went to the wrong insurance payer. Confusion on who is responsible for paying the claim 
is common. When we investigate missing claims, we often find that providers submitted claims to 
TRICARE, Medicare, or VA in error. If your claims are completely missing, you may want to ensure 
there is no confusion on the part of your billing team. 

4. Errors with Coding Modifiers – Modifier 59 
a) If a therapist/practitioner is providing care which is typically bundled, but needs to indicate that 

a particular service was performed on the same day, and is considered distinct or independent 
of the bundled codes, then a “59” modifier code is used. However, if you simply provide a “59” 
code, TriWest will deny this as non-compliant. This modifier requires an X-subset modifier. 
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Example of a CMS 1500 Form 
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Example of a HIPAA Release Form  
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Claims Submission Requirements  
• Providers should submit claims within 30 days after rendering services. There is a 180day timely 

filing limit.  
• Providers are required to include the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) referral/authorization 

number with all VA Community Care Network (CCN) and Patient Centered Community Care (PC3) 
claims submissions.  

• Providers are required to share the VA referral/authorization number with the ancillary providers 
included in a Veteran’s episode of care. The ancillary provider is also required to use this same VA 
referral/authorization number when submitting their claim for the specific episode of care.  

• Providers should not collect copays, cost-shares or deductibles. CCN reimburses up to 100% of the 
allowed amount, including any patient obligation.  

• Payments made by VA shall be considered payment in full under CCN. Providers may not impose 
additional charges to TriWest or the Veteran for covered services.  

• TriWest can process claims for out-of-network providers if the service is ancillary to the care 
associated with an Approved Referral/Authorization, – for example, radiology, pathology, and 
anesthesiology.    

• Emergent (ER) services are reimbursable if ER department is a network facility. ER services require 
notification to VA.  

• Network Urgent Care does not require pre-authorization, however an eligibility check is highly 
recommended prior to rendering of care, to avoid possible claim denials.  

• For CCN, TriWest follows Medicare Fee-for-Service billing guidelines, fee schedules and payment 
methodology when applicable.  

Clean Claim Requirements  
• In order for a claim to process and pay, TriWest must have visibility to the appointment in our 

systems.    
• With an Approved Referral/Authorization and appointment confirmation, TriWest’s system 

generates an authorization for the primary provider. 
• The VA referral/authorization number is the unique identifier assigned for each Approved 

Referral/Authorization’s episode of care. All claims submitted without a VA referral/authorization 
number will be denied. The only exception is urgent care.   

• It is important that you properly submit claims to PGBA with the following documentation, and in the 
correct format:  
• VA referral number AND one of the following: 

• 10-digit Electronic Data Interchange Personal Identifier (EDIPI) 
• 17-digit Master Veteran Index (MVI) ICN 
• Social Security number (SSN) 
• Last 4 digits for SSN with preceding 5 zeros i.e., 00000XXXX 

It is extremely important that you do not use any extra characters, spaces, or words with the 
referral/authorization number or the claim will deny.   

• For example, if the referral/authorization number is VA0012345, referral numbers included in the 
following format would be denied: 
• Auth. VA0012345 
• Auth.# VA0012345 
• Ref .VA0012345 
• Ref. # VA0012345 
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• VA 0012345 
• VA012345 

• Please include a Type 2 (organization) NPI on all claims in box 33 as the billing party with the Type 1 
Rendering provider in box 24J. If you are a solo practitioner without an organizational NPI, please 
use your individual NPI in box 33a only.  

• Ensure all coding aligns with Medicare criteria, if applicable. When Medicare policy does not apply, 
please follow language in your authorization information, VA consult notes, the Provider Handbook or 
other training materials provided by TriWest and VA.  
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	TriWest’s Role
	Many of our network’s less traditional Complementary and Integrative Healthcare Services (CIHS) providers aren’t familiar with the claims submission process, claims terminology or steps that are required to be properly submit claims.
	As part of the Community Care Network (CCN) program, you offer Veterans the care they need. TriWest wants to educate all of our CCN providers and especially CIHS providers on how to submit clean claims for that care.
	If you have not yet taken the Basics of Billing webinar, then we strongly encourage you to do this first, as that training covers these materials and more. You can sign up for a training webinar by logging into the TriWest Payer Space on Availity.com....
	Provider’s Determine Billing
	Before we look at claims in depth, we need to make very clear that TriWest does not determine what a provider should bill. The determination of a diagnosis code, the determination of the CPT or Clinic Code, the number of units, the billed amount – all...
	What is a Claim?
	For health care you do not create an invoice, you submit a claim. A claim is a request for payment from a third party on behalf of the patient. For CCN, the patient is usually a Veteran. In special and rare circumstances, CCN may cover a newborn or sp...
	Every provider and insurance payer in the U.S. uses this format for capturing claims information. Since the CMS 1500 is the basis for all professional claims, we are going to walk through completing one. Once you understand this, you can submit an ele...
	Common Terms used in Health Care Claims
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	HCPCS & CPT Billing Codes:
	Code Modifiers:
	HIPAA:
	Components of a Professional Claim
	There are three main sections in a claim:
	We are going to look at each section and walk through the type of information required. An example of a completed CMS 1500 is included at the end of this walk-through.
	Section 1: PATIENT AND INSURED INFORMATION
	Except in rare cases, the CCN program only covers Veteran benefits, so the Insured’s ID is the Veteran’s ID. Enter the Veteran’s SSN, MVIICN or the Veteran Unique Identification number. The full SSN is preferred for correct claim identification but yo...
	Since care is for the Veteran, enter the patient’s name.
	FIELD 3 – Patient’s Birthdate
	TriWest and PGBA can use the date of birth (DOB) information to identify a Veteran in our system, but with a DOB and the full SSN, we should be able to identify a Veteran. You must enter two digits for month, two digits for day and four digits for year.
	As in Field 2, please enter the patient’s name in the following order: the full last name, first name, and
	middle initial. Include the suffix (e.g., Jr, Sr.) after the last name and before the first name. Do not include any titles with the name.
	For an electronic claim, parts of a name go into separate fields. For a paper form, use commas to separate the last name, first name and middle initial. You can use a dash for hyphenated names. Do not use periods.
	FIELD 5 – Insured’s Address (multi-field)
	When you complete the Veteran’s address, please do not use any commas or periods. Be sure to use the Veteran’s permanent address, even if they are seasonal visitors in your area. This helps ensure the correct VAMC is aware of the services rendered. Th...
	FIELD 6 – Patient’s Relationship to Insured
	This is always “Self” as the Veteran is both the insured and the patient.
	FIELD 7 – This field is not required. It duplicates FIELD 5.
	FIELD 8 – This information is not collected, please leave blank.
	FIELD 9 a-d – Other Insured’s Name – Multi-Field
	This series of fields capture the information if there is other commercial health insurance (OHI). These fields may not be applicable for some CIHS claims – commercial health insurance does not cover all categories of care.
	If 1) health insurance typically pays for the care and 2) the Veteran has OHI, then complete these fields. If there is no OHI, ignore these fields. Approximately 10-15% of our Veterans do have OHI. Be sure to determine this when you verify benefits.
	EXAMPLE: Veteran Jane is receiving VA-authorized acupuncture.
	In this case, add the name of the husband (the Other Insured – Field 9) along with the insurance plan (9d), his policy number and group number (9a). If the Veteran has OHI coverage, you must submit the claim to that insurance plan first. Please review...
	FIELDS 10a-10c – Is Patient’s Condition Related To:
	Fields 10 a through 10c allow you to indicate if the Veteran’s condition relates to an accident – work, auto or other. With the CCN program, all care is pre-authorized with an Approved Referral. VA should already be aware of any service-related issues...
	FIELD 11 a-d – Insured’s Policy or Group Multi-Field
	FIELD 11 – For the Veteran’s policy number, you should again enter the Veteran’s EDIPI number or the social security number.
	FIELD 11a – Insured’s Date of Birth and Sex information was completed in FIELD 3, you do not need to complete it here.
	FIELD 11b – Other Claim ID applies for Worker’s Comp or Casualty – it does not apply for Veteran benefits. Please leave this field blank.
	FIELD 11c – Insurance Plan or Program Name is “CCN Veteran Benefits Program”.
	FIELD 11d – Is there another Health Benefit Plan?
	When you verified benefits through TriWest’s Payer Space on Availity, you should have determined if there is OHI for this Veteran. If there is, you should check “YES” and then include this information in FIELD 9, 9a and 9d. If there is no OHI, check “...
	FIELD 12 and FIELD 13 - Patient’s or Authorized Person’s Signature and Insured’s Signature
	Section Two: CLINICAL INFORMATION
	FIELD 14 – Date of Current Illness, Injury or Pregnancy (LMP)
	Field 21 lists, in order of priority, all ICD-10 diagnosis codes.
	Primary and Secondary Should be Diagnosis ICD-10
	FIELD 22 – Resubmission and/or Original Reference Number
	If you are resubmitting the claim, you should add the Claim Number associated with the initial claim in FIELD 22. In general, along with the appropriate Resubmission code, such as 7 for correction
	FIELD 23 – Prior Authorization Number
	This field is VERY important. TriWest will only pay for pre-authorized care with an Approved Referral. Always include the VA Referral Number in this field.
	FIELD 24 A-J – Claims Codes Multi-field
	Field 24 is the Billed Services section. A paper CMS 1500 form has room for a maximum of six specific codes (six rows). Electronic claims are not limited to six. If you have supplemental information to support the billed service, you can include this ...
	In the example, a practitioner charges $5 for every 15 minutes of therapy. The Veteran received 30 minutes of care on 10/25/18 and another 30 minutes on 10/28/18. So the practitioner billed for $10.00 and two units on two different days.
	If you are billing a defined CPT code for your services, please familiarize yourself with the CMS rates          and rules.
	National Drug Code (NDC) Billing Guidelines
	When billing claims with drug codes on a CMS 1500 form (professional), electronic 837P, UB-04 (institution) and/or electronic 837I it is necessary to bill the NDC number, units and quantity correctly.
	Professional Paper Claim Guidelines (CMS-1500)
	In the shaded portion of the line-item field 24A-24G on the CMS-1500, enter the qualifier N4 (left-justified), immediately followed by the NDC. Next, enter one space for separation, then enter the appropriate qualifier for the correct dispensing unit ...
	Institutional Paper Claim Guidelines (UB-04)
	In the line-item field 42-46, enter the appropriate drug-related revenue code in field 42. In field 43, report the NDC qualifier N4 (left-justified), immediately followed by the 11-character NDC in the 5-4-2 format (no hyphens). Immediately after the ...
	It is important to include the N4 before the 11-digit NDC number and to not include drug name on the claim form. Including the drug name on the claim form may result in the claim being denied.
	Note: For more detailed information regarding claims submission, please refer to the Claims Submission Quick Reference Guide.
	Section Three: PHYSICIAN OR SUPPLIER INFORMATION
	FIELD 25 – Federal Tax ID Number
	Enter your tax identification number (TIN) in this field. Do not include any hyphens. Check the “EIN” field to indicate that this is a business-tax-identification number.
	Please be aware, if you choose to use a Social Security number (SSN) instead of a TIN, your number will display with the claims information. Using a separate TIN is an easy step that offers significant protection for providers.
	FIELD 26 – Insert patient number in this field for providers tracking purposes.
	FIELD 27 – Accepts Assignment?
	This field indicates that you agree to accept assignment under the terms of the payer’s program. Accepting assignment means you are participating as part of TriWest’s contracted CCN network and TriWest will pay for clean claims.
	You should check “YES” if you are in our CCN network. If you are not in network, you must submit your claims to VA directly. TriWest cannot pay out-of-network claims.
	FIELD 28 – Total Charge
	Add all of the charges in column F and insert that total in Field 28. This is the total amount of billed charges for this claim.
	FIELD 29 – Amount Paid
	CIHS claims may not have payments from other insurance payers. Leave this field blank if you have not received any payments from other payers. If you received payment from OHI payers or from the Veteran, enter that amount here.
	FIELD 30 – Leave this field blank.
	FIELD 31 – Signature
	If you are completing this claim as a paper submission, please sign and date this form. If you are submitting electronically, indicate the name of the provider
	FIELD 32, 32a, AND 32b – Service Facility Location
	Enter location of your practice/business or the location where the services were provided. This information should align with “24B” Place of Service Code. Please do not use commas or periods.
	FIELD 32a – NPI number of the servicing location
	If the services were in the office, indicate the group NPI. If the services were in the facility indicate the facility NPI.
	FIELD 32b – Other Facility identification number can be inserted, if applicable. A CIHS claim does not typically use an alternate location identifier. This field is not required.
	FIELD 33, 33a, AND 33b – Billing Provider Information
	This is the SERVICING and BILLING provider’s information. Enter the billing name, address, ZIP code and phone number. This information may also be your billing office contact information if you use a third party billing service.
	TITLE 33a – this section is for the servicing provider’s NPI number.
	TITLE 33b – This section is for Other ID numbers – please indicate if this is a State License number (0B code), a commercial provider number (G2 Code) or if there is an applicable taxonomy code (ZZ code). A CIHS claim does not typically use an “Other”...
	Most Common Errors
	Example of a CMS 1500 Form
	Example of a HIPAA Release Form

	Claims Submission Requirements
	Clean Claim Requirements

	• TriWest does not determine what a provider should be billed.
	• TriWest and our claims processor, PGBA, pay clean claims for participating providers as a third-party administrator for the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA).
	• All covered entities and transmissions of claims information must comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) and other federal regulations.
	• If applicable, a claim must comply with Medicare billing guidelines. This includes bundled codes and use of required modifiers or sub-set modifiers.
	• Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
	• Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis

